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M C Raj creates a new planet with life. No wonder that Americans want to occupy it.
The hitch is that the beings in PlanetB2 are cosmic formed out of the entropy of life
giving waves. Not only they but also many human beings oppose the over ambitious
project of Rustler, the US President who decides to destroy the planet if his plans
failed. All the missions of Rustlers to PlanetB2 fail and in total frustration he turns his
ire towards all those who oppose him on earth. He forms Earth Alliance. Those who
oppose him under the leadership of the German Chancellor form the Cosmic Alliance.
Plumbel, the close friend of Rustlers is the kingpin of the formation of Cosmic
Alliance. Another world war becomes inevitable. Humanity is destroyed in the NBC
(Nuclear, Biological & Chemical) war that ensues. What happens to Rustler, what
happens to the cosmic beings, what happens to world leaders and Plumbel etc. are
brought out in many plots by weaving by the author. War strategies, information
galore, creation of a new planet and a new way of life for peace and non-violence are
bound to enthrall the readers and compel them to extricate the many plots. A festive
time is ahead.
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